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1. ___ Modeled hoop earrings. (1/2 pt /cm diameter, 10 max)
2. ___ A junk bond (anything rated less than BBB). (20 pts)
3. ___ TRS-80 (the cutting edge of technology!). (16 pts)
4. ___ An authentic ear trumpet (What was that?) (20 pts)
5. ___ A photo of Mr. G. (1 pt)
6. ___ Blood. Donate a pint to United Blood Services on Friday, May 11th from 12:00pm to 8:00pm or Saturday, May 12th from 12:00pm to 8:00pm on the second floor of Ida Noyes, or at the bloodmobile on the quads. Judges will be on hand to record your donation. (25 pts/pint, max 20 pints)
7. ___ What is the birthdate of Robert Maynard Hutchins (hallowed be his name) and where was he born? (3 pts) *** Jan. 17, 1899 in Brooklyn, NY
8. ___ A car plastered with "This car is illegally parked" stickers, no overlap allowed (parked legally, of course). Have the car in the Ida Noyes lot at 12:00pm sharp, and be able to unlock and start it!† (1 pt per, 20 max)
9. ___ A person who can say "Excuse me, could you please hold my cheese sandwich while I go to the bathroom?" in Bahasa-Indonesia. (10 pts) *** "Apa-kah Anda/kamu bisa pegang kueh keju saya/aku kapan saya/aku pergi ke kamar kecil/mandi?"
10. ___ A fabric Albanian flag. (10 pts)
11. ___ A ball point pen which is out of ink. (2 pts)
12. ___ An authentic number 13 uniform from some Big 10 school. (25 pts)
13. ___ Five different kinds of Barbie dolls. (8 pts)
14. ___ A plastic fake stained glass lamp shade, with an advertisement worked into the design. (17 pts)
15. ___ An original song about the Scavenger Hunt. It must be accompanied by instruments and incorporate at least 10 items. Must be scored and performed and have a minimum of 2 minutes of vocals. (15 pts)
16. ___ What was Hanna Gray's University salary in the fiscal year ending June, 1988 (according to the NY Times)? ($$$5 pts) *** $208,000
17. ___ A ghost detector. (2 pts)
18. ___ A huge display perfume bottle, greater than 1' diameter, capable of holding liquid. (25 pts)
19. ___ A U. of Wisconsin, Madison student, (w/ ID). (Don't badger them too much, it's their finals week.) (35 pts)
20. ___ Pizza Boxorama: A collection of pizza boxes from Domino's, Pizza Hut, Giordano's, Pizzeria Uno, Medici, Gino's East, and Edwardo's. All or nothing!! (12 pts)
21. ___ Different brands of toothbrushes (brand name must be imprinted on the brush). (2 pts /brand, 30 pts max)
22. ___ What product did Kermit the Frog plug in his TV advertising debut? (4 pts) *** Kraml Milk/Dairy
23. ___ 1 oz. of toe or finger nail clippings. (25 pts)
24. ___ A Pole Vaulting pole. (8 pts)
25. ___ A foreign beer banner. (5 pts)
26. ___ Someone to sing "Singin' in the Rain" while being pelted by water balloons (minimum of 5 balloons, and they have to break!)(15 pts)
27. ___ Your mother wearing combat boots, with offspring (and ID). (15 pts)
28. ___ Identifiable hats from as many fast food chains as possible. (3 pts per)
29. ___ Shot glasses from the Big 10 schools. (5 pts per)
30. ___ The U. of C. crest carved in soap. (8 pts)
31. ___ The official logos for all of the teams in the UAA. (5 pts)
32. ___ What is the shortest street in Chicago? (6 pts) *** Armstrong, 82'.
33. ___ What happened in Rome on Oct. 10, 1582? (6 pts) *** switch from Julian to Gregorian on Oct. 4 skipped to Oct. 15, so doesn't exist!
34. ___ A squeegee with a sponge on the back (9 pts)
35. ___ A phone token. (5 pts)
36. ___ An unfilled census questionnaire (for those of you who just don't count). (6 pts)

37. ___ Where on campus is a baby grand under glass? (6 pts) *** 3rd floor Reg stacks

38. ___ What was the weather like at the U. of C. at noon on February 3, 1990 (cloud cover, temperature, and wind conditions)? (6 pts) *** Foggy, no wind, and about 25 °F.

39. ___ A 50' chain of Styrofoam peanuts. (15 pts)

40. ___ A poster for the 57th Street Art Fair from '89 or earlier. (3 pts)

41. ___ Pick up a four-wheel, passenger automobile and carry it 5 feet without dropping it (three tries).† (70 pts)

42. ___ A demonstration of defenestration. (3 pts)

43. ___ Corporate stationery from Sara Lee Corporation. (12 pts)

44. ___ A cloth stove-pipe hat. (10 pts)

45. ___ A cross-stitch embroidered with: "Scavenger Hunt 1990", your team name, "University of Chicago", and at least five team members' names. (18 pts)

46. ___ Someone to give a 15 second Tarzan yell while dressed only in a loincloth. (15 pts)

47. ___ A frozen bumblebee (in a ZLB, no wasps). (30 pts)

48. ___ What is the color scheme of Helmut Jahn's office? (6 pts) *** White with blue trim

49. ___ A pin cushion. (1 pts)

50. ___ Which Chicago alderman introduced Soul Cola? (6 pts) *** Bill Henry, 24th Ward

51. ___ A dismembered Garfield suction-cup stuffed animal (ideal for defenestration!). (7 pts)

52. ___ A map of E. Europe with domino's set up on it to tumble by knocking one over, at least one domino per country, Albania's must not fall! (Must be set up before the judge arrives.) (25 pts)

53. ___ Who actually started a novel with the immortal words "It was a dark and stormy night." (4 pts) *** Bulwer-Lytton
54. ___ What were the password and counterpassword for the D-Day invasion, chosen under the theory that no German could pronounce them correctly? (5 pts) *** Thunder and Welcome

55. ___ A third-world brand of cigarettes with the name of the country clearly imprinted on the package. (7 pts)

56. ___ 4 human molars (in a ZLB). (30 pts)

57. ___ A bottle in a ship. (5 pts)

58. ___ A "51 Club" T-shirt. (8 pts)

59. ___ An authentic rickshaw capable of holding a person (judge may ride at his/her discretion).† (100 pts)

60. ___ A ticket for jaywalking (don't get hit by a car). (35 pts)

61. ___ One pound of green M&M's. (5 pts)

62. ___ What is the exact and full name of the establishment located at 3530 N. Clark? (7 pts) *** Wild Hare & Singing Armadillo Frog Sanctuary. A Tavern.

63. ___ 20 pts. if your team is dressed in the same color shirts. No white allowed. Minimum of 10 team members or the complete team.

64. ___ Receipts from Mr. G's and the Co-op with the same time (to the minute) and date. (30 pts)

65. ___ A pair of men's sock garters. (5 pts)

66. ___ Recite the names of all the U.S. Presidents in alphabetical order, while juggling three balls (1 try). (15 pts)

67. ___ What is the date of "Earth, Water and Sky"? (4 pts) *** 1969

68. ___ Who is the Blues Man at the Club Holliday Lounge? (5 pts) *** Jr. Wells

69. ___ A Mary Kay lady in a pink cadillac.† (30 pts)

70. ___ What is unique about Southport Lanes? (5 pts) *** Still using pinboys.

71. ___ A U. of C. Professor to sing "Wild Thing". (50 pts)

72. ___ A housing survey from before 1989-90. (5 pts)

73. ___ Different varieties of 25 cent stamps. (1 pt per)
75. A "Save the Medici" bumper sticker autographed by alderman Lawrence Bloom. (20 pts) *** Get his signature!
76. 1000 points of light. (No flames of any type allowed!!) (40 pts)
77. A Darth Vader action figure (with light saber). (5 pts)
78. Different IRS publications (in numerical order). (1 pt. per, 25 max.)
79. A Kolache. (8 pts)
80. A lego Reg. (10 pts)
81. A periscope (U-boat† optional). (6 pts)
82. A design painted on a team member in edible paint which another team member must then lick off. (10 pts)
83. A stock certificate from the Seminary Coop bookstore bought before 1989. (2 pt)
84. A monocle. (8 pts)
85. Team members who will reenact the classic Bugs Bunny-Daffy Duck shoot him now routine from the Warner Brothers cartoon "Rabbit Seasoning" (bring props as needed). (10 pts)
86. Avogadro * Planck * Euler = ? (3 pts) *** 1.0849 x EE-9.
87. The names of the graduating Class of 1916 from Pritzger Medical School. (7 pts) *** wording? *** ###
88. A wooden yoke. (20 pts)
89. A big, worn, orange velour chair. (12 pts)
90. Slime (in a ZLB). (2 pts)
91. A gavel. (8 pts)
92. An Ostmark (Get 'em while they last!) (5 pts)
93. As many credit cards under one name as possible. No applications accepted, must have the plastic!! (3 pts per)
94. An ass, with long ears and a tail. (10 pts)
95. What type of organ does Gary Pressy play? (6 pts) *** a Lowrey
96. How many field-illumination lights are on the roof of Wrigley Field? (8 pts) ***546
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97. ___ Where did Herbie Hancock attend high school? (5 pts) *** Hyde Park High
98. ___ Pennies spelling out "Knowledge is expensive" (must be legible). (15 pts)
99. ___ A modelled cheese-head hat. (8 pts)
100. ___ A plowshare. (12 pts)
101. ___ A fork, knife, or spoon (** or other kitchen utensil) tied in a full knot. (10 pts)
102. ___ How many steps lead to the front door of the Field Museum? (5 pts) ***38+-2
103. ___ An official "Welcome Aboard AMTRAK" napkin. (8 pts)
104. ___ A pit. (2 pts)
105. ___ A pendulum. (3 pts)
106. ___ What state was the first to pave public roads? (6 pts) *** Michigan
107. ___ A live beagle wearing an aviator's helmet (Happy 40th to Peanuts!). (18 pts)
108. ___ A bust of an historical personage. (10 pts)
109. ___ A plain matchbook, i.e. one with no writing on it whatsoever. (5 pts)
110. ___ What kind of M&M/Mars candy bears the marking "380151-1DM"? (6 pts) *** Cherry Starkist
111. ___ An official U. of C. seal-embossed professor's business card. (6 pts)
112. ___ Hotel towels with the hotel's name or logo on it from as many different hotels as possible, (*** pts. each)
113. ___ An apricot measuring more than 4" in diameter. (8 pts)
114. ___ A complete marching band in matching band uniforms. 25 marchers minimum.† Bonus if they play "Wild Thing"? (200 pts)
115. ___ What color flag was flying from the Wrigley Field scoreboard at 7:00 pm on April 16, 1990? (5 pts) ***Blue with white L
116. ___ A laser. (7 pts)
117. ___ Class rings from as many different High Schools as possible. (3 pts. each, 30 max)
118. ____ A steel I-beam.† (15 pts)
119. ____ Someone wearing a green sweater, a catcher's mask, and dancing
the can-can. (10 pts)
120. ____ A box of Girl Scout cookies. (3 pts)
121. ____ An artificial limb. (15 pts)
122. ____ A vacuum (not the kind you clean floors with). (5 pts)
123. ____ Compressed air. (5 pts)
124. ____ A newspaper in Japanese (not from the U.C. library system).
(15 pts)
125. ____ How big around is the Quaker Oats box in the lobby of the Quaker
Company? (7 pts) *** ###
126. ____ Someone to hit him/herself in the face with a cream pie.† (12 pts)
127. ____ A check endorsing "For deposit only" bank stamp. (12 pts)
128. ____ A seal. (6 pts)
129. ____ When was Hyde Park incorporated as a separate township? (5 pts)
*** 1861
130. ____ A full sized authentic gondola. (# pts)
131. ____ What is oina? (# pts) *** A Hungarian baseball type game.
132. ____ A 1989 quarter without the mint symbol. (2 pts)
133. ____ A straightened plastic hanger. (8 pts)
134. ____ Which N.L. founder is buried in Graceland Cemetery, what does his
grave look like, and what is written on it? (9 pts) *** ###
135. ____ A business card from the Chicago T-shirt Hall of Fame. (6 pts)
136. ____ A Cardiff Giant program. (3 pts)
137. ____ Ticket stubs from Bulls, Bears and Blackhawks games. (6 pts)
138. ____ A sousaphone. (30 pts)
139. ____ What time (Pacific time) did the 1989 San Francisco Earthquake
hit? (4 pts) *** 5:04pm.
140. ____ A sample of purple striped wall paper. (2 pts)
141. ____ Who designed the houses at 5518, 5522, 5482, and 5484 Hyde Park
Blvd.? (4 pts) *** George Maher
142. ____ What course has the subject number 192? (1 pt) *** Virology
143.   ___  A working crystal chandelier at least 3 feet in diameter, with a minimum of 75 prisms. (The Drake has plenty.) (150 pts)
144.   ___  A 1 oz. glob of unprocessed wool (in a ZLB). (25 pts)
145.   ___  35 mail order catalogues from different companies, in alphabetical order. (25 pts)
146.   ___  A free standing steam radiator. (75 pts)
147.   ___  An authentic tie with a printed corporate logo. (8 pts)
148.   ___  A T.V. News hand microphone, must have official channel logo (reporter and cameraman optional) (20 pts)
149.   ___  A team member who will stuff as many Dunkin' Donuts' munchkins in his/her mouth as possible in 30 seconds. (Where's the bucket this year!) (3 pts. /munchkin) You provide them.
150.   ___  What is the phone number of the U. of C. Sports Hotline. (4 pts) *** 753-0822
151.   ___  Golfballs of 10 different colors. (7 pts)
152.   ___  A powered golf cart.† (100 pts)
153.   ___  An empty official U.S. Mail bag. (8 pts)
154.   ___  Who sponsored ####### exhibit at the M. of S. & I. (5 pts) *** ####
155.   ___  What is the name for the science or the study of monsters and genetic monstrosities? (4 pts) *** Teratology
156.   ___  A copy of the Whole College Catalogue published before 1985. (6 pts)
157.   ___  A ticket stub from the McClurg Court Theatre. (5 pts)
158.   ___  The names of all of the songs recorded and released by the Beatles with an animal in the title. (6 pts) *** there are twelve, and only twelve that will be accepted.
159.   ___  A letter signed by Mike Royko of the Chicago Tribune, on Tribune Stationary, with a statement saying that "the University of Chicago is a Great Institute of Higher Learning and a Most Excellent Party Zone." (50 pts)
160.   ___  Bag pipes. Play "Wild Thing" on them! (35 pts)
161.   ___  A bag of pipes. (3 pts)
162.   ___  A complete set of U.S. bills, A through L. (10 pts)
163. ____ Who made the elevators for the John Hancock building? (5 pts)
   *** Otis - check
164. ____ An authentic costumed mascot from another college or university.
   (125 pts)
165. ____ A Little Red Schoolhouse binder from before the 1989-90 school year. (4 pts)
166. ____ A mashie, brassie, or niblick. (16 pts)
167. ____ Manuel Noriega's Federal Booking I.D. number. (5 pts) *** 41586
168. ____ A Sit-N-Spin and someone to do just that for 30 seconds. (15 pts)
169. ____ A deck of cards with the same back consisting solely of jokers.
   (4 pts)
170. ____ A functioning, potato-powered clock. (10 pts)
171. ____ How many pews are there in Rockefeller Chapel? (5 pts) *** 140
172. ____ Something bearing the name of the northernmost bar in Chicago.
   (6 pts) *** Biddy Mulligans *** What is something?
173. ____ What fight song was inspired by a victory over the U. of C. football team? (5 pts) *** Hail to the Victors U. of Michigan
174. ____ A general's star. (3 pts)
175. ____ A prickly pear cactus. (8 pts)
176. ____ A washtub and wash board. (7 pts)
177. ____ An afghan. (5 pts)
178. ____ A snow shovel (for that late Chicago snowfall). (4 pts)
179. ____ A spinnaker. (20 pts)
180. ____ A material object whose proper English name is a palindrome.
   (5 pts)
181. ____ Three students with the same last name, with validated IDs.
   (6 pts)
182. ____ What was the first varsity Letterman's Club, and when was it first established? (4 pts) *** U. of C., est. Jan 29, 1904.
183. ____ Vice. (100 pts)
184. ____ A plastic rat. (7 pts)
185. ____ A mudflap with a chrome silhouette of a reclining woman on it.
   (Try a truck stop.) (15 pts)
186. ___ A charcoal rubbing of Jim McMahon’s Hands. (6 pts)
187. ___ A playable kazoo longer than 12” in length. (9 pts)
188. ___ According to the Field Museum, what speed has a Mongolian Wild Ass been known to average over a 16 mile distance? *** 30 mph
189. ___ A set of vampire teeth. (3 pts)
190. ___ A graduate school student (with valid ID) to continually complain about anything (except the weather- that’s too easy) for at least one minute without stopping. (10 pts)
191. ___ A baseball bearing A. Bartlett Giamatti’s signature. (5 pts)
192. ___ A Wendella boat lines brochure. (4 pts)
193. ___ A copy of the 1850 census entries for Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas. (9 pts)
194. ___ A completed application to military school. (12 pts)
195. ___ A valid driver’s license for someone named “Genghis.” (15 pts)
196. ___ A second stage regulator. (12 pts)
197. ___ What two counties vie for the title of “Site of Billy the Kid’s Death”? *** Lincoln County, NM and Hamilton County, TX.
198. ___ A team member wearing tan shoes with pink laces, a polka dot tie, (and man oh man...) a White Sport Coat and a Pink Crustacean. (# pts)
199. ___ A pair of sunglasses that enable the wearer to look behind him. (8 pts)
200. ___ A set of Ginsu knives complete with the Chinese Bamboo Steamer. Must be able to "cut an aluminum can, and then a ripe tomato" (BYO). (But wait!... There’s more...) (10 pts)
201. ___ 5 different K-Tel records (KC and the Sunshine Band Forever!!). (5 pts)
202. ___ An application for a P.O. Box. (4 pts)
203. ___ A tape of Jonathon Brandmeier saying “This is Johhny B. with a message for the U. of C.... ROCK ME, HANNNAAAAHHHH!!!” The tape must be personalized for your team. (35 pts)
204. ___ How many steps are on the first to second floor escalators in the State of Illinois Building? (12 pts) ***75 exactly - no range
205. ____ Which office’s office is in the S.E. corner of the 16th floor of the State of Illinois Building? (5 pts) ***House Minority Leader
206. ____ Why shouldn’t you anchor your boat beneath the LaSalle street bridge over the Chicago River? (5 pts) ***It’s a cable crossing
207. ____ A Perrier bottle (complete with Benzene). (Not the new formula.) (6 pts)
208. ____ Parking tickets from different states. (2 pts. per)
209. ____ A Bartles & James life-sized cutout. ("Thank you for your support.") (20 pts)
210. ____ T-shirt’s from at least 10 different houses in the dorm system, with the house names printed on them. (How competitive are you?) (30 pts)
211. ____ A rainbow (no facsimiles accepted). (20 pts)
212. ____ A pair of crampons. (12 pts)
213. ____ A team member to make himself into a human bologna sandwich, using at least: 5 loaves of bread, 16 ozs. of mayonnaise, an 8 oz. jar of mustard, and a pound or so of bologna).† (50 pts)
214. ____ What is the distance between the C-Shop’s two service counters? (4 pts) *** 4’7”
215. ____ A loufa. (7 pts)
216. ____ A mounted, stuffed fish (must have been done by a taxidermist!) (1 pt /inch length, 72 max)
217. ____ A gas mask. (10 pts)
218. ____ What is the capacity of the fallout shelter in the City of Chicago Central Office Building? (In the event of a nuclear attack, head for ground zero and take cover!) (4 pts) *** 11,920
219. ____ Who founded the Lone Scouts of America and when did this happen? (6 pts) *** William D. Boyce, 1915
220. ____ A team member who can pull a rubber surgical glove over the top of his head and his nose, and no further, and fully inflate it (make the fingers stand up!). (See Howie Mandel for a demonstration.) (12 pts)
221. ____ A shirt bearing the image of Goldy Gopher. (12 pts)
222. ____ How many Chief Illiniweks have actually claimed to be American Indians? (4 pts) *** 1
223. ____ How many times does the earth rotate on its axis in one year? (5 pts) *** 366.25
224. ____ 1 gram of molten metal. (Don't burn yourself!) (8 pts)
225. ____ A coin-activated mechanical ride. (50 pts)
226. ____ An empty gallon jug from Gill's beer. (8 pts)
227. ____ Where is this from? (8 pts):
   "On the shore dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
   Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, ..." ***
   the second verse of the Star Spangled Banner
228. ____ A complete beekeeper suit. (30 pts)
229. ____ A photo of Elvis embossed by the Registrar. (9 pts)
230. ____ Green eggs and ham. (Try the dining commons.) (8 pts)
231. ____ Where did Su-lin reside directly prior to coming to the Field Museum? (4 pts) *** Brookfield zoo
232. ____ Where can "Large Interior Form 1982" by Henry Moore be found? (5 pts) *** In the courtyard to the NW of the Art Inst.
233. ____ An operational telephone with separate ear and mouth pieces. (10 pts)
234. ____ Admissions brochures from all of the City Colleges of Chicago. (15 pts)
235. ____ Fishnet stockings (modeled, of course). (6 pts)
236. ____ Who are Sam Levine, Fred Bartoli, and George Laverde, and what were their original occupations? (7 pts) *** They founded the Original Gino's East of Chicago in 1966 and they used to be cab drivers.
237. ____ What American Revolutionary War general was anonymously immortalized by a battlefield monument of a boot? (6 pts) *** B. Arnold.
238. ____ An individual with hair dyed more than three colors. (9 pts)
239. ____ A recipe for Mississippi Mud Cake. (4 pts)
240. ____ A Varsity Letterman's blanket. (12 pts)
241. ___ A completed score car from Par Excellance (no cheating!). (7 pts)
242. ___ How wide is the T.V. at Frankie Z’s? (4 pts) *** 45”
243. ___ How tall are the tallest boxes in the lobby of the Illinois World
Trade Center Chicago? (5 pts) *** ~12’
244. ___ A teddy bear taller than 3’. (# pts)
245. ___ An intact fortune cookie without a fortune inside. (1 pt)
246. ___ A prospie from another state (w/ ID) with an acceptance letter
from the U. of C.. (50 pts)
247. ___ U. of C. Alumni class mugs from ’89 - ’93. (10 pts)
248. ___ A self-supporting toothpick and gumdrop sculpture, (1/2 pt. per
inch height, max 100 pts, 200”, for those of you wondering).
249. ___ What did noted muckraker Upton Sinclair call the U. of C. in a book
denouncing rich men financing higher education? (7 pts) *** The
University of Standard Oil. What book?
250. ___ A children’s book containing pictures of dinosaurs. (4 pts)
251. ___ A typed set of rules for Spud.. (5 pts)
252. ___ A bull horn. (15 pts)
253. ___ One of those glass bird thingys that pivot up and down "drinking
water". (5 pts)
254. ___ A non-U. of C. diploma folded into a paper airplane and thrown for
10 feet. (10 pts)
255. ___ A shoeshine stand box. (10 pts)
256. ___ How tall is Time? (6 pts)*** ###
257. ___ A typo in a Maroon headline misspelling “Scavenger Hunt”. (7 pts)
THE JOHN SCALZI HONORARY QUESTION
258. ___ What was Mike Royko arrested for? (8 pts) *** DUI
259. ___ A person covered only with Post-It Notes™. No other adhesives are
allowed. (20 pts)
260. ___ A concrete birdbath. (8 pts)
261. ___ How many signs comprise Chicago’s Challenger Memorial Walkway?
(8 pts) *** at Midway ###
262. ___ What is the George Washington memorial on campus? (5 pts) *** a
tree
263. ___ A Denver boot (don't get that thing near my car!) (25 pts)
264. ___ A team member to give the judge a backrub. (2 pts)
265. ___ What happened to McCuddy's Tavern? (5 pts) *** torn down for new Comiskey
266. ___ How many keys are there on Nancy Faust's Organ? (Hey, keep your hands off my organ!) (7 pts) *** ###
267. ___ A copy of the Chicago Seed. (12 pts)
268. ___ A single meat product larger than 2 feet in length. (1 Pt per inch over 24, 24 max)
269. ___ A 6' x 6' piece of matzo. (For the unleavened experience of a lifetime.) (25 pts)
270. ___ An empty glass container of Carmex™. (3 pts)
271. ___ A dirty French novel. (10 pt bonus if it's from Crerar) (5 pts)
272. ___ A twinkie, past the expiration date. (Try a museum of stone age relics) (10 pts)
273. ___ Inhale helium and recite the Gettysburg Address. (12 pts)
274. ___ Recite at least 4 line from a recognizable Schoolhouse Rock. (6 pts)
275. ___ Who supplied the Lister® Teak used to make the benches on the quads? (4 pts) *** Green Bros.
276. ___ At the 1896 Convocation, the undergraduate greeted John D. Rockefeller, Sr. According to a 1976 biography, what lyrics were sung in his honor? (5 pts) *** "John D. Rockefeller, wonderful man is he; Gives all his spare change to the U. of C."
277. ___ How many basketball backboards are in the Buckhorn Playlot Park? (3 pts) *** 4
278. ___ A real streetlight (30 pts)
279. ___ An accurate rendition on a single piece of paper of the two large circular engravings in the main lobby of the Everett McKinley Dirkson Building. (10 pts) *** Try a dollar bill
280. ___ Where is the Lizzardo Museum of Lapidary Art? (4 pts) *** Elmhurst!!
281. ___ Who's signature is on the dedication of the 1st Chicago clock? (5 pts) *** A. Robbert Abboud
282. ____ What is about 100 feet to the N.E. of Chicago's Eternal Flame?  
   (6 pts) *** The Chicago Picasso
283. ____ Church bulletins, dated May 13, 1990, from five different Hyde  
       Park churches. (You'll probably need to go for confession anyway.)  
       (15 pts)
284. ____ A full sized authentic 'L' car used by the C.T.A.  
       (1000 pts)
285. ____ A closed straight razor.  
       (7 pts)
286. ____ Who is Janet Norfleet?  
       (3 pts) *** U.S.P.O. Field Division General  
       Manager/Postmaster for Chicago
287. ____ Green minarets adorn which downtown Chicago Building?  
       (4 pts) ***Medinah Shrine Temple
288. ____ 10,000 coins.  
       (20 pts)
289. ____ A full sized, authentic corporate blimp. Must display your team  
       name, and only your team name.  
       (500 pts)
290. ____ What is Czechoslovakian founding father Tomas Masaryk's U. of C.  
       connection?  
       (6 pts) *** He was a visiting Prof. in 1902 while in  
       exile.
291. ____ A poster-sized picture with Hanna Gray's head over somebody's  
       body (Let your fantasies run wild!). Hanna's head must fully cover  
       the actual one.  
       (20 pts)
292. ____ A horned Viking helmet, and Spam for someone to eat while  
       wearing it.  
       (12 pts)
293. ____ A Taurus (w/ ID) and a torus.  
       (7 pts)
294. ____ A Dan Quayle joke. Don't be kind and gentle!  
       (5 pts)
295. ____ A hand-held metal detector.  
       (40 pts)
296. ____ What did the U. of C.'s Committee on Evolutionary Biology do for  
       Gary Larson?  
       (6 pts) *** Named a chewing louse after him.
297. ____ How many Big 10 schools have had more Heisman Trophy winners  
       than the U. of C.?  
       (4 pts) *** 1 - Ohio State, we think!
298. ____ A spigot.  
       (6 pts)
299. ____ A stone arch.  
       (9 pts)
300. ____ An operational water fountain with goldfish and pennies.†  
       (25 pts)
Scavenger Hunt 1990

301. ____  Who was the defense attorney at the trial of the Chicago Seven? (4 pts) *** William Kontstler

302. ____  Where is University Security phone #63? (5 pts) *** Blackstone between 57th and 58th

303. ____  Modeled platform shoes, 2 inch minimum (8 pts)

304. ____  Batmania merchandise-- (1 pt. /different item, 20 pts. max.).

305. ____  A plastic hamburger wind-up toy. (3 pts)

306. ____  What and where is "The Spirit of Hyde Park"? (4 pts) *** Mural under the IC tracks at 57th Str.

307. ____  Whose portrait did Mary R. Morton donate to the U. of C.? (4 pts) *** Joseph Reynolds

308. ____  How many Supreme Court Justices have received their law degrees at the U. of C.? (5 pts) *** 0

309. ____  Split a watermelon with your foot. (BYO watermelon) (10 pts)†

310. ____  According to an official document signed August 24, 1979, who is the owner/operator of the Reg? (5 pts) *** ###

311. ____  CTA transfers with a single ‘el’ line punched. (3 pts /different line)

312. ____  What was the original name of Wrigley Field, and when was the name changed? *** Weeghman Park, changed in 1926.

313. ____  How many pipes are there on the Rockefeller Chapel Organ? *** 6800 (or is it 8600?)